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ABSTRACT

A numerical c a l cu l a t i on on t h e non- rad ia t ive multiphonon t r a n s i t i o n

p r o b a b i l i t y based on the a d i a b a t i c approximation (AA) and t h e s t a t i c

approximation (SA) has "been accomplished in a model of two e l e c t r o n i c l e v e l s

coupled t o one phonon mode. The numerical r e s u l t s i nd i ca t e t h a t t h e spec t ra

based on d i f f e ren t approximations a re genera l ly d i f f e ren t apar t from those

vihrational levels which are far below the classical crossing point. For

large electron-phonon coupling constant, the calculated transition rates

based on AA are more reliable; on the other hand, for small transition coupling

the transition rates near or beyond the cross region are quite different for

two approximations. In addition to the diagonal non-adiabatic potential, the

mixing and splitting of the original static potential sheets are responsible for

the deviation of the transition rates based on different approximations. The

relationship between the transition matrix element and the vibrational level shift,

the Huang-Rhys factor, the separation of the electronic levels and the electron-

phonon coupling is analysed and discussed, .
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INTRODUCTION

Since the fundamental work of Huang and Rhys{1) in 1950, non-radiative

multiphonon transition has been a subject of continuous Interest for

physicists ln solid state physics and molecular physics. In view of the

fact that the calculated transition rate based on Condon approximation,

in which tha formalism is the same as the adiabatic approximation (AA)

but the electronic wavefuotion is the first order perturbation of the

transition coupling, is several orders of magnitude smaller than the

experimental data, a number of other approximations have been put for-

ward during the la at. 30 years. Among these approximations, the static

approximation (SA) (2-3) , in which the electronic wavefucton is in-

dependent of the nuclear displacement, has "a particular advantage over others

owing to its mathematical simplicity and being in good agreement with the

experiments. Some researcher (3) has thought that the SA is at least as

good as the AA for solids, if not better .

What makes the seemingly crude SA succeed and the more exact Condon ap-

proximation fail ? This puzzle had lasted for 30 year3 until in 1979

Huang(ii) argued that the Condon approximation contained inconsistencies

within AA . Huang has also proved that to lowest order in the electron-

phonon coupling constant A both AA and SA lead to the same transition

matrix elements. After Huang, many other physicists (5) have reached •• •

similar conclusions from different quarters. In the meanwhile, Wagner(6)

has stressed that there cannot be a principal equivalence between the

static and the adiabatic approaches , In a recent excellent paper, Deri-

ner and Wagner{7) have pointed out that a perturbation expansion in A

cannot be done for the adiabatie approach , since there exists an elec-

tronically diagonal non-adiabatic potential , which diverges in the limit

A~*Q . Wagner et al have correctly held thi3 tern in great account, which

was ignored in the earlier work. They have arrived at the conclusion :
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"the absolute value of the 5A is always larger than that of AA result

and rises up to about a factor of two tines the latter for higher Huang

-Hhys factors". Recently, Wagner(8) announced that a Hamiltonian separ-

ation in the spirit", of the AA i3 not permissible.

The starting point, of Wagner et al. is right, but their argument and,

particularly , their results have some problems . First , after having

simplified the diagonal non-adiabatic potential as an infinitely high

wall , how can they claim their result to be correct to first order in

the A ? Second , in calculating the adiabatic matrix element , Wagner

et al took the adiabatic potential as a harnornic potential plus an

infinite potential barrier , which is generally different from the

original one. The eigensolution of their potential was assumed to

be the solution of a double oscillator in which the potential was

distorted again . This oversimplification may bring some error in

evaluating the transition matrix element . Finally , it is not convin-

cing to draw a general conclusion from just one calculation which

includes only the transition between the lowest state of upper level

C note , it is usually below the cross point ! ) and the corresponding

lower one . In this paper , we intend to overcome some inadequacies in

the reference (7) and to obtain a correct and general conclusion . In

the second section , the formalism and the main formula concerned will

be presented . In the third section , the numerical results will be

analysed and the relationship between variables will be elucidated .

In the last section , our results will be aumnarized.

F0SMAL1SH AND NUMERICAL METHOD

Our model for calculation is the same as the one used by Wagner et al,

i.e. two non-degenerate electronic states coupled linearly to a f.Lnglo

vibrational mode. This system represents the simplesi model for non-radia

tive transition; however, it reflects the basic features in the process

and has the advantage that the adiabatic electronic wavefunctions can be

calculated exactly. The oscilfetor potential in our model is described in

1. Static approximation

The static electronic wavefunct^on refers to a fixed nuclear eonfigu--

ation Q=0( ( here Q,ia the dimenslonless displacement). In the 3A, the

Haailtonian is divided as follows:

* H +H +H O )

H., (0.1 (2)

where H ( is the electronic Hamiltonian , HL is the Hamiltonian of the

lattice and H(L is the interaction betweon the electrons and the lattice.

In the SA , the eigenfunction of Hg+H^CQ.) is the electronic wavefun-

ction

(Hj+iyQ.^DrE, <?f(r> . (1)

If we assuae that the wavefunetion of the whole system can be expressed ar.

r,a)=2<^r)/,'(Q) (5)
i

then, we have

In the SA , we take 1L < <f. |H, IV' ** a 3 perturbation, the lero order wave-

it J*1 ' ' '
function pi .^ satisfies

<<t; | K * H, + Ei ] ti > /* " Z,« )<£ • {7)

The non-radiative transition matrix element from state im to state jn is

determined by

(8)

In our simplest two-level model, if we denote the upper level as 1 and

the lower level as 2, then eqn. (7) leads to

(10)

where we take E^O, E(= f0 ,<Cft \n,\(tptX} and <tJ^,\f^=O. The energy unit

throughout this report isii-n. , where A i s phonon frequency. The eigen-

values are

£„ = a * 1 /2 - S

here the Huang-Hhys factor S measures the lattice relaxation ,
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equals D !Z. The transition matrix element from In state to 2m state is

C 8 </« |̂ o|̂ > (13)
where the eleetron-phonon coupling constant is

2. Adiabatic approximation

The adiabatic eleotonic wavefunction is the eigenfunction of the operator

HB+H<t(r,Q)+Vt(Q), so

where ¥ (Q) is the potential energy of the lattice. In the two-level

model, it is easy to obtain the eigenvalues E({Q) and Ei(Q), which are

eoutil to

* ' y . tlt> y

I f the wave function of the vhoLe system can lie defined as

(17)

then the adiabatic vibration equations satisfy

Multiplying Cf. from left and integrating over r, we can get

where the non-adiabatic operator L Is defined as

The diagonal term of the operators L,, and Lllp Is usually ignored in

earlier work on non-radiative .transition and It is this term that Wagner

et al,pay special attention to . If we define the adiabatic electronic

base as • * ..

<t** = toSQ /</'*> -Sineltf'y
1 ' (20)

then the diagonal non-adiabatic potential

(22)

where = -0.5tan"'(AQ/(f,+ 66)) . When 0 near the crossing point, -^

or more exactly, when Q=-Df»/(DI+Ai), LJ( gets the naximuni value

-5-

which is infinite when A -*• 0. This means that when ^-* 0, there exists an

Infinitely high potential barrier near the crossing region which prohibits

the adiabatic vibrational wavefunction from forming. The non-diagonal

term of the L is the operator, which causes the non-radiative transition

In the AÂ

i - i - -JAl fl - £$. -i

-^—?4>-4 . ^..A'U' (at)

which tends to infinity too for an infinitesimal 4 at the crossing point.

The transition matrix element in the AA is

X1B and i ^ the solutions of -the vibrational equations respectively:where

Using the transformation originated by Huang(M) and extended by GutcheO),

we can rewrite ,

Equations (26) and (27) are second-order ordinary differential equations

without the first derivative. We adopt the program package ODE to solve

the differential equation. First, we input a tentative eigenvalue E and

take Q= 20 as the infinitely far points where the vibrational wavefunc-

tion is zero. The wavefunctions X (Q,E) satisfy the equations

= 0 C29>

= 0 (30)

(31)

<32)

From these equations, by an obvloua device, we find

n V,sThe forward solution V,satisfies

where Q,,,l3 the matching point at which the forward solution should ooin-
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eide with the backward solution. Eqn.(32) in turn gives

For the backward solution p(. , similarly, we have

Now at the matching point we want / ^ = ^ i ^i =/tl . so that certainly

XffXf *&/}({, a n d eqns.(33) and (3s*) shou that a change in E , designed

to produce this equality , is given to a first approximation by

with all the functions evaluated at Q m. When there la no further change

in E , the solution is computed by multiplying Xj orjt^ by such a factor

that the function value agrees at Qn. The wavefunction is Just the so-

lution divided by a normalized factor. In practice, we choose the matching

condition as the absolute value of the eqn.(35) less than 10 . In fact,

the numerical results converge to the same value whether the value of the

eqn.(35) is I0't,10*ior io"*.

In solving the differential equation, we choose the absolute accuracy of 10

and the relative accuracy of 10 in each step. We compare the numerical

results with the digits calculated by the static formula, which indicates that

the accuracy of the eigenvalues Is "better than one in a billion, the magnitude

of the wavefunction is within accuracies of 10* and the transition matrix

element is or the relative accuracies of 0.1, since the simplest Simpson

integration is used with 0.01 step length. In our comparison, both the sta-

tic and adiabatic values are calculated using the numerical method.

NUMERICAL RESULTS

1. The vibrational spectra

In the SA, once the separation of two relaxed electronic level is chosen,

the vibrational spectra of the eigenvalue are correspondingly determined

( cf. eqns.(il) and (12)) ; however, in the AA , both the A , ia and S

influence the position of the vibrational levels.

-7-

The deviation of the adiabatic spectra from the the static spectra is

significant, whether the electron-phonon coupling is strong or weak ,

as long as the G3cJJLator is near or beyond the cross region . When the

oscillator Li: f'a:~ bel ov the cro^in^ point, the spectra ehfinge Kli.̂ h!-]y.

Table 1 describes the effect of the A on the vibrational spectra of the

upper electronic level and Table 2 exhibits the effect on the lower one.

From these tables, a few interesting characteristics can be observed .

One feature is that the vibration eigenvalues of the upper level are al-

ways larger than the corresponding static ones, which wei*i5 rigorously prov-

ed by Wagner(7) . The second feature Is that when the A is less than 10'1,

the spectra Seem to tend t> vy fixed liir.it. The vMrd feature 1^ that tho

upper vibrational level shift is larger than the lower with respect to the

static one ; in contrast to the expectation , the minimum shift of the up-

per levels occurs at 4=0.1. How to explain the second and the third fea-

tures? In order to investigate the factors affecting the shift of the adi-

abatic eigenvalue, we calculate the spectra in which the potential L(l and

L uare excluded ( Table 3 ) . From Table 3, we can see that the anhar-

monicity caused by the mixing and splitting of two static potentials (i.e.

the second term in eqn.(l6)) play an important role in determining the

position of the eigenvalues . The higher the level , the larger the

deviation . Therefore, there are two factors influencing the spectra:

one is the diagonal non-adiabatio potential and another is due to the

mixing and splitting of two harmonic curves. For smaller A, the former

dominates, since smaller A leads to higher potential barrier; on the

other hand , the latter dominates for larger 4 , because the larger

the 4 , the larger the change of the effective adiabatic potential .

The effect of the former is to lift the eigenvalue j the latter lifts

the eigenvalues of the upper level and depresses those of the lower

level . So only when the A is medium , the upper level shift Is minimum.

As to the second feature , this results from the fact that when J sio"1

the potential barrier is as high as 481.57, which is about 20 times higher

than the energy of the oscillator. When the coupling Is decreased further,
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for example A =10 , the height of the barrier is increased by a factor

of 10 . However , what the oscillator feels is still a 6-function like

potential barrier and the diagonal non-adiabatlc effect seems to saturate.

On the other hand, the mixture and split effect is nearly the sane for

small A „ So this phenomenon can well be understood.

To examine the effect of S on the spectra , we keep the coupling and the

separation of two relaxed electronic levels invariant and increase the

Huang-Rhys factor S , or D , gradually . When S is small , the spectra

are nearly the same as the static one. The increased S acts on the spec-

tra in two aspects. One is to make the crossing point - f»/D and the equi-

librium position of the oscillators closer, which leads to the upper

potential well being narrower as well as deeper and the lower potential

well being wider. Another is to increase the height of the L and L £2-

This effect reaches the maximum value when the cross point coincides with

the equilibrium position or the upper oscillator, i.e. S = t^/2.

The effect of the separation of the electronic levels on the spectra is

direct . The larger value off, results in a lower potential barrier and a

farther crossing point which reduce the differences between the static

spectra and the adiabatic spectra . For example, for a system with D=3

and 4=0.01, the spectrum of the lowest 10 levels deviates from the static

one obviously when ff-S = 10 ; in contrast , it is almost the sane as the

static one when £C-S = 30 .

In brief, in our simple model , the spectra based on the AA and the spec-

tra based on the SA are quite different. Only those adiabatic vibrational

levels , whose energy i s much lower than the energy of the cross point ,

can be found to correspond with tlie static onf;:;F Larger" E , smaller S

and medium A benefit the similarity.

-9-

2. Wavefunction

In -he SA ,the vibration wavefunetions consist of displaced harmonic os-

cillators: V^Q+D) and/(Q) . The 4 4 t, are irrelevent to the static wave-

function . In the AA , & , te and S all affect the adiabatic wavefunction.

The adiabatic oscillator wavefunction of the state ,X/i , ̂ "y , ??it , /^ jf,

JCt ,jand fc ,t of the system with D = 3 , A - 10"* and f# =
 1^-S are shown

in figure ?, The coordinate of crossing point is at -h.83333 and the

height or the S-fuction like potential is 181.57 . From the figure , we

can find that there are three different cases . The wavefunction JLix

belongs to the first case, in which the wavefunction is concentrated to

the right of the crossing point. The wavefunctions Y(J , ̂  |4 and ^..j

are ascribed to the second case where the amplitude of the wavefunction

is abruptly reduced near the crossing region. The wavefunction X^t and

pCXt,f are the third ease ,in which the wavefunction happens to be ad-

justed to aero when It passes through the crossing point . In cases 2 and

3 , there is notable part of the wavefunction to the left of the crossing

point . Apparently , it is quite different from the wavefunction predic-

ted by the double oacillator model.

Both the diagonal non-adiabatic potential and the mixing stnd splitting of

two potential , like the situation of the spectra , influence the vib-

rational wavefunction , esp, the upper one . These two factors make the

equilibrium position of the oscillator shift and the shape unsymmetry.

The shirt of the equilibrium position of the oscillator of the lower

electronic level is usually insignificant ; on the contrary , the upper

oscillator waverunctlou shifts evidently. The equilibrium positions of

Xj (jand^Xi,^ of the systeus with S r 1.5 and d = l and that of^,,^ ,

_XifJJ of the model with S =1.5 and A = 0-1 move towards left ; however ,

the wavefunctions of the upper potential shift right . Another feature

is that , with the weakening of the coupling , the ca3e 1 becomes more

and more important .



When the separation of two electronic levels increases or the Huang-Rhys

factors decreases, the distortion of the wavefunction is reduced since

the distance between the crossing point and the minimum of the potential

curve i:i(.'j-ea.nus. When S = £B/2 , the £-function like potential barrier

just locates at the minimum of the upper parabola , the wavefunction ex-

hibits strongest distortion (see Fig.3) •

3- Transition rate

The electron-phonon coupling leads to the non-radiative transition bet-

ween the static states . Since the static base function is the displaced

haraonic oscillator, the transition matrix element can be transformed as

h

Where Lh i s denoted as the general ized J,a~guerre polynomial (in > n) (9 ) .

Fig . t displays; the behaviour of the t r a n s i t i o n mtiXrix element as the func-

t i o n o f the v i b r a t i o n quantum number m f o r sys t em with ^ = 1 1 . 5 , S i 1,5

and i :O.01. The vibration quantum number of the lower electronic poten-

tial corresponding to the energy of the classical crossing point is at

me * • | L 0 . 5 ~ 1 1 . I S

We note that the maximum of the absolute value of the transition matrix

element occurs at m ^13, which is near mc. For all the parameter values

studied we have found that the max is located slightly above m c . The

value of matrix elements o w ill ;-_; e sLovly with the increa^inf^ m, w.'iich is

quite different from the beliriv i.o \r j n ':•'[-. ;• of rrf'[-rvr<_-e '"]

Generally speaking, a set of parameters which -\;: "-" : 1;-. •.;...• ts.>•:•-;, ;or,Ecr-

vation for SA , i.e. £o-S = m-n , .v,:;r-.o;. -y^, -.-e -,,,-; nb.-u.ic urrt.-i- : w.i

degenerate with the lower one (cf. Table 1 4 2) . So it is a problem to

compare the transition rates of two system which are not completely %:\». uruy.

If the difference between the energies of two levels concerned is small,

the contribution due to the non-degeneracy may be ignored. In our numer-

ical calculation, in addition to the approximation mentioned above, we

adopt another approximate method to compare the M with M * : To make the

upper adiabatic level equal the closest lower one by adjusting £el note,

not the lower one of the corresponding quatum number ). Thus obtained H

is compared with the interpolated H* which is the matrix eleaent between

the static levels of the same energy- For example, if {,=11.5 , S = 1,5

and 4=0.01, the energy difference between ^ ^ E=26.736O ) and^,iy

( E=23.2983 ) is large. But the difference between ^ j ^ a n d ^1,1* is

only of the value of O.O16£ . He can fulfill energy conservation for these

adiabatic levels by changing the f, into 1tt.11 , We compare and contrast the

thus obtained M^with M^of the ensrgy 26.756 which can be interpolated

from the curve of Fig.1 .

Our main numerical results about the transition matrix elements are as

follows:

1). The static and adiabatic matrix elements equal for saall Huang-Rhys

factor S (see Fig.5). For larger S, if the £, is so large that the levels

concerned are far below the crossing point , the coincidence can also be

reached (Table 1 ) .

2). When the oiHiill-stor-B have the energy near or above the energy of the

crossing point, we can see (from Fig. 6) that, as the energy increases,

although H*f, M*,( which is calculated according to eqn.(28) ) and M*^

( which is obtained by adjusting to so that the energy degeneracy con-

dition is satisfied ) nave roughly similar trends, the difference

is remarkable and sometimes can be beyond an order of magnitude. The

first few pair of levels have approximately one-one correspondence

and the M^and M*^are within the same order of magnitude . But for

higher levels, the M can be larger than the M* and the difference

is far in excess of the factor .: r two . So the conclusion in

reference (7) is merely a special situation .

3). The absolute value of the M is always proportional to the A . If

& approaches unity or larger, the static transition probability may

approach one ( of.Fig.7 ) - That is certainly incorrect. Therefore,

the M is more reliable than M* for strong coupling , which is also



in agreement with the consideration from the perturbation theory. As

for weak coupling , although the diagonal non-adlabatic potential is

6-function like, because the wavefunetlon is small at that point too,

the adiabatic matrix element is still small. It is difficult to judge

which approximation is better.

1). Another interesting result is that, according to the semielassical

Landau-Zener formula(10), the absolute value of M should be proportional

to 4 when & + 0 . Front Fig.7, we can see that, when the energy of the os-

cillators is above the cross point(e,g, E = I 8 . 7 8 in Fig.7(b) 1 E=26.83 in

Fig.7(o)), it is true; however, when E=10.5 (lower than the energy of

the eros3 point), the adiabatic matrix element approaches zero more ra-

pidly than 4 (Fig.7(a)).

5). Like the spectra, not only the diagonal non-adlabatic potential ,but

the second term of eqn.(16) plays; a role in the disparity in the matrix ele-

ment . We have calculated the transition satrix element without taking

the L,, and Lit into account. Table 3 indicates that the M^of these states

is an order of magnitude larger than the corresponding M . Hence, both

the diagonal non-adiabatic potential and the mixing and splitting of the

potential sheets are responsible Tor the deviation of H from M , so

long as the transition occurs above the cross point.

CONCLUSION

Toe diagonal non-adiabatic operator and the mixing and splitting of the po-

tential sheets have a significant effect on the adiabatlc vibrational

states near or above the classical crossing point and the transition

rate based on these states. It is these two factors that result in the

difference between M a and H 3 . The disparity can be beyond an order of

*J it-
magnitude. For strong electron-phonon coupling, we prefer M to M ;

however, for weak coupling It is an open question as to which approxlm-

-13-

ation is more exact. When the transition occurs far below the crossing

point , both approximations give the same matrix element. A smaller

Huang-Rhys factor, a larger separation of two electronic levels and a

lower oscil lator energy are the conditions which favour the equality of the

transition rates based on kk and SA.
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TABLE CAPTIONS

Table 1. The effect of A on the adiabatio vibrational spectra of the

upper electronic level in 3ystem with 5=1.5, £ = 14.5 .

Table 2. The effect of £, on the adiabatic vibrational spectra of the

lower electronic level in system with S=4.5, IO=14.5 .

Table 3. The spectra and the transition matrix element oT the system

with S=1.5, f4=1t.5 44^0.01 ,in which the diagonal non-adia-

batio potential is excluded.

Table 4. The comparison between the static and the adiabatic energy

level and transition matrix element in a system with Sri.5,
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Table 1

13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

10

25.8704
24.1351
22.36OQ

18.6580

~

1

21.9245
23-7701
22. 6124

21.1515
20.2873
19.1199
17.9493
16.7761
15.6008
14.1215
13-2185
12.0754
10.9100

0.1

19.7923
18.5355

17.2999
16.2666

15-2369
14.0334
12.7954
11.6146
10.5246

0.01
26.7360
25.6342

25.0703
23.4749
21.9227
21.6134
20.2663
18.7155
17.2560

17.0471
15.6918
14.2643
12.9086
11.6551
10.5282

10
26.8305

18.7624

15-7333

10.5306

10
26.8385

18.7676

14.2965

11.6557
10.5308

10

25-1863

18.7681

15.7371

11.6657
10-5308

Table 2

28
27
26
25
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10

5

14.2571
13.5061
12.7598

12.0187
11.2831
10.5533

1

19.5844

18.7117
17.8403
16.9702
16.1012
15.2330
14.3651
13.4970
12.6276
11.7554
10.8782

10.0399

0.1

19.5779
18.6220
17.7250
16.9966
16.0709
15.0870
14.5781
13-6178
12.6174
11.5735
10.5366

0.01
26.6898

25-3049
23.9866

23-2983
22.6358
21.3418

20.6663
20.0294
18.7674
18.5410
17-4982
16.2802
15.0921
14.8815
13-9003
12.7598
11.6518
10.5775

10
26.7468

18.8053

10.5849

10
26.7531

18.8095

15.1076

10.5858

10

25.3903

18.8099

17.5515

12.7799
11.6655
10 5858

TAble 3

n
5
4
3
2
1
0

upper Ievel3

16.063042
14.875471
13-707739
12.565806

11.522017

10.502497

transition m.e.

.35262207
• 93HO693E-1
.10202458
.127920*4
.6958O521E-1
.18878520E-1

lower levels

15.072725
14.214728
13-352686
12.438972
11.478050

10.192955

Table 4

SA
AA

upper level
32.500000
32-500001

transition m.e.

-35113453E-7
-.37699625E-7

lower level
32.500000
32.499962
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Fig.

FIGUBE CAPTIONS

1. The potential curves for two electronic levels coupled to

one-mode model .

Fig. 2. The calculated adiabatic vlbrational wavefunetion of system

with S=4.5, 4=0.01 4 £, = 14.5.

(a) / l . i . (b) ,X,,j , <c) /*J,k ,

(d) JXll<t , (e) PC.,1 , (f) jXt.q .

Fig. 3. The adiabatic vibratlonal wavefunctiott X,.,$ i n a aodel with

S=10,f,,=20 and J=0.01.

Fig. <l. The static transition matrix element as function of the vib-

ration quantum number a in system with 3=4.5, fill. 5 ii=0.01.

5. The absolute value of non-radiative transition matrix elementFig.

M ""and M * as the function of S in system with £,-S=10 and

A =0.01.

Fig. 6. The absolute value of the non-radiative transition matrix

element aa function of the oscillator energy for system with

S=4.5, ^ = 14.5 44=0.01.

solid line : M f T ; dash line : M Uy ; chain line : M *f

Fig. 7. The absolute value of the non-radiative transition matrix

element as function ofi in a model with S=M,5 and £=11.5.

The energy of the oscillator xa at about

(a) E=10.5 , (b) E=18.7S , (c) E=26.83.

H solid line , M dash line .
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